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Executive Summary
Company Overview
EnlighTea Holdings, Inc. DBA EnlighTea(R) Cafe
(“EnlighTea”) is a blend of four profitable models: the
“Starbucks of Tea”, “Teavana Store 2.0”, “Boba Shop”, and
“Coworking Space” models.
The Brand EnlighTea(R) Cafe established in 2007, which
is a registered trademark of EnlighTea RAD, Inc. where
EnlighTea Holdings, Inc. has successfully secured a
master license agreement which allows the company all
rights to use the brand name and trademarks for all
purposes listed in the agreement to open, establish, and
give licensing and/or franchising rights to qualified others
up to 1000 EnlighTea Cafe locations throughout the world
within the next 20 years start date commencing when the
first location is open.
Our RegD 506(c) securities offering will allow us to raise
initial capital to establish our minimum corporate
infrastructure and successfully open a minimum of 3
corporate EnlighTea Café locations to test and develop our
corporate and franchise model which goal is to generate
$1,000,000 in revenues with a profit margin of over 30% or
more per location per year.
What distinguishes EnlighTea from other retail beverage
companies is our commitment to the best possible
“enlightening tea experience”, which is a natural outgrowth
of our commitment to a higher level of consciousness,
enlightenment, and social experience – a commitment to
spreading “Love, Light and Luxury” throughout the world.

Quick Facts
Management:
James Pham, CEO
Michael Jacobs, Director
John Hughes, Director of
Sales and Marketing
Elizabeth Pham,
VP/Secretary
Products and Services:
Premium Tea by the
serving
Premium Loose Leaf Teas
Bottled Tea Beverages
Pastries and Snacks
Tea Accessories
Primary Target Market:
Millennials (ages 18-35)
College and High School
Students (ages 14-21)
Legal Organization:
Nevada C Corp
History:
Formed in 2014 after 8
years of market research
and successful prototypes
Investors:
Founder’s Investment:
$500,000 in cash and labor

Use of Funds:
Establishment of corporate
Infrastructure
First three company owned
locations
Marketing
Working capital
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The Opportunity
Tea is the second most popular beverage in the world,
following only water. EnlighTea is poised to create a
unique experience around a product that is healthy,
natural, rich in history and culture, and offers tremendous
variety and complexity.
The current coffee rust crisis is one of the worst outbreaks
in Central America’s history, and premium high-end
coffees are about to get more expensive in the US and
worldwide, according to industry leaders. The fungus has
already cost more than one billion dollars in damage to
coffee plants throughout Latin America and the Caribbean,
and as a result, tea’s popularity is increasing.
Today, tea is more frequently associated with health and
wellness than other beverages, and we are positioned to
take advantage of the overall global trend towards
responsible consumption.

Our Products, Services, and Value
We provide our customers with over 100 different types of
tea beverages from which to choose. We also provide a
safe, socially acceptable environment where people can
sip tea, work on their laptops, enjoy the company, and
experience more love, light and luxury in their life.
We specialize in premium and specialty teas (hot and
cold), tea lattes and cappuccinos, blended tea smoothies,
Boba Teas, Thai Teas, and Vietnamese Ice Coffee. In the
future, our teas will be infused with ingredients such as
nutraceuticals, antioxidants, flaxseed, fiber, wheatgrass,
omega-3s fatty acids, vitamins and/or minerals.
We will also provide an assortment of premium loose-leaf
teas, snacks, and tea accessories. Our merchandise is
perfect as souvenirs and gifts for customers of all ages
and backgrounds.
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Our Team
The initial management team consists of:
▪

James Pham, President/Chairman/CEO,

▪

Michael Jacobs, Board of Director,

▪

John Hughes, Director of Sales and Marketing;
and

▪

Elizabeth Pham, Vice President and Secretary.

Our primary team is complemented by more than a dozen leading professionals, including
attorneys, franchise experts, marketing gurus, and business advisors.

Our Plans
We are focused on opening 1,000 tea cafes in the U.S. in the coming decade. Our growth is
divided into four phases:
♦

In the first year, we plan to open three cafes and build our systems for rapid expansion

♦

In the second year, we intend to open 10 cafes and prove our systems

♦

♦

In years three through five, we expect to open 87 more cafes (for 100 total). In year five,
we anticipate opening three new cafes a month.
In years six and beyond, we expect to accelerate our pace of opening new cafes on our
way to 1,000 cafes.

While most of our cafes will be in leased properties, we plan to purchase buildings and land for
our kitchen / distribution centers and approximately 25% of our cafes. The number of purchases
will depend on the capital raised and finding great opportunities.

Our Progress
EnlighTea launched four test pilot incubator locations in 2013. Each location provided us with
invaluable market research and feasibility test data. Each test cafe was located in a different
demographic area, allowing us to test different markets and develop a model that will best serve
the majority of our targeted markets.
We were able to determine what drinks and beverages our customers wanted and we developed
systems to help us retain customers and acquire new customers. Near the end of our test pilot
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incubator phase, we were successfully able to be profitable for three months in a row, completing
our proof of concept and demonstrating that we could be marketable, profitable, and sustainable.
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Our Projections
Our initial projections are as follows:
Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Year Four

Year Five

Revenues

$911,994

$5,827,194

$22,221,476

$58,933,064

$113,429,140

Gross Profit

($70,190)

$897,071

$5,978,451

$20,750,053

$45,736,727

($508,540)

($287,145)

$2,879,841

$13,731,401

$32,645,178

Operating Income

This is not an offering of securities - see separate offering documents for details.
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